October 4, 2012 #wcchat
A discussion of plans for the National Day on Writing

Alrighty, who's ready for a little Thursday afternoon chat? #wcchat
Lee Ann 5 hours ago

@laglowzenski #wcchat Ready. Until the next meeting...
Brandy Grabow 5 hours ago

Any ideas for online celebrations for National Day on Writing? #wcchat
KU Writing Center 5 hours ago

@KUWC #wcchat We are creating a community poem in chalk on the sidewalk outside the center.
Brandy Grabow 5 hours ago

@KUWC I was just reading about NWP's use of the #whyIwrite hashtag. Nice way to connect student writers to others #wcchat
Lee Ann 5 hours ago

I am trying to of a place where students and faculty could share their writing. #wcchat
KU Writing Center 5 hours ago
@KUWC virtual or physical space? #wcchat

Lee Ann
5 hours ago

The first year writing program has other activities planned on their side of campus. #wcchat

Brandy Grabow
5 hours ago

@BrandyGrabow like the sidewalk poem! #wcchat

KU Writing Center
5 hours ago

@BrandyGrabow I love these. I've seen other groups do them for Take Back the Night, stats sharing, etc. #wcchat

Lee Ann
5 hours ago

@laglowzenski virtual space for sharing writing. #wcchat

KU Writing Center
5 hours ago

@KUWC #wcchat Wish I could claim the idea. It came from one of the consultants.

Brandy Grabow
5 hours ago

@KUWC What about a blog or tumblr? Could solicit posts to an email address to avoid worrying about site ownership/permissions #wcchat

Lee Ann
5 hours ago
@laglowzenski yes - permission is an issue. Email could work. Hmm tumblr #wcchat

@Lee Ann What are some goals for NDonW? Other than having fun, of course. :) #wcchat

@Lee Ann @KUWC I'm not a fan of tumblr, to be honest. The embedded reblogging drives me crazy. #wcchat

@NEIU CAW Hi All, This is NEIU's Center for Academic Writing, and it's the first time we're on Twitter and participating in #wcchat.

@NEIU CAW @Lee Ann Hello, welcome! #wcchat

@NEIU CAW @Lee Ann Does your center have any plans for National Day on Writing? #wcchat

@Lee Ann @NEIU CAW

wcchat One of my goals was increasing consultant involvement with center projects.
#wchat NDOW seemed like a fun low-stakes way to get everyone excited/involved.

Brandy Grabow 5 hours ago

Goal for day= celebrating writing as valued for all inside and outside the academy. Hearing everyone’s story!

#wchat

KU Writing Center 5 hours ago

@BrandyGrabow This is great. In many WCs where I’ve worked, unscheduled time has been "study hall." The utilization convo on + #wchat

Lee Ann 5 hours ago

@BrandyGrabow wcenter has gotten me thinking about tutor investment in center beyond consulting duties.

#wchat

Lee Ann 5 hours ago

NDOW as a way to showcase the writing center. And the WC as a place to celebrate writing. #wchat

KU Writing Center 5 hours ago

@KUWC Also a time to foster cross-institution relationships, maybe? #wchat

Lee Ann 5 hours ago

@laglowzenski In my mind study time is one of the few perks we can offer student consultants. But, it’s a different chat. :) #wchat

Brandy Grabow 5 hours ago
@BrandyGrabow great goal. It is a chance to be inviting. #wcchat

KU Writing Center
5 hours ago

We’re thinking about having students write down their favorite quotations on writing, and we can put them on our bulletin board #wcchat

NEIU CAW
5 hours ago

@laglowzenski yes- a WC, WAC, and collaboration all around. #wcchat

Melody Pickle
Reply Retweet Favorite
5 hours ago

@BrandyGrabow I agree, though! Especially since, when we get slammed, tutors are working every second. #wcchat

Lee Ann
4 hours ago

@NEIU_CAW Nice! I like getting everyone’s head into a positive space around midterms. #wcchat

Lee Ann
4 hours ago

Anyone connecting NANOWRIMO to the WC? #wcchat.

KU Writing Center
4 hours ago

@KUWC No, but sounds intriguing! Especially since there’s such great online support/community for nanowrimo. #wcchat

Lee Ann
4 hours ago
Before we go: any suggestions for future chat topics? #wcchat

Thanks everyone! #wcchat

RT @KUWC: RT @KUWC: NDOW as a way to showcase the writing center. And the WC as a place to celebrate writing. #wcchat

So, shall we wind down for today? Any closing thoughts on NDonW? #wcchat

@laglowzenski Sorry, had to run to a meeting. No closing thoughts. Just thanks for chatting. :) #wcchat

#wcchat Rollins Writing Center came at the end but it’s good to see all the ideas.

Thanks, everyone! #wcchat